


Welcome

Faraz Azhar
Head of Business Development, SEAS



6 Vietnam Developers 
Top 50 Gaming Companies 

Source: DataAI (2024), App downloads, market.us Gen AI in Gaming

From $1.1B in 2023 to $7.1B in 2032
Gen AI in Gaming 

by IAP only platforms
Adoption of In-Game Advertising



02.00-02.10pm Opening Faraz Azhar
Head of Business Development

02.10-02.30pm Strategic Apps Genre and Market Insights Nam Tran
Strategic Partner Manager - AdMob

02.30-02.45pm A beginner's guide to AdMob Tracy Phan
Strategic Partner Development - AdMob

02.45-03.00pm Insights into User Acquisition best 
practices for both apps and games

Bruce Nguyen
App Growth and Acquisition - Google Ads

03.00-03.15pm AI driven optimization for Ad Monetization Joseph Peng
Technical Solutions Consultant

03.15-03:30pm Tea Break

03.30-03:40pm Session 2 Opening Denis Nichifor
Head of Apps



A Beginner’s guide to 
Ad Monetization

Tracy Phan
Strategic Partner Development - AdMob



better engagement 

higher LTV

Quality

depth

deeper content 

subscription 

longer life cycle

IAP 

hybrid monetization 

IAA
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Ad Monetization

Ability to generate incremental revenue from a 
traffic, which helps improve the business’s overall 
profitability or can be reinvested to drive further 
growth while respecting user experience and 

maintain brand safety
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1

2

3

Demand Access & 
Performance

Respect User 
Experience

Ease of 
Integration

Would this platform gives me good enough 
demand and eCPM?

Does this platform have the necessary tools for you to 
protect your user experience?

Is it easy to integrate this network’s data with analytics platform, 
including your inhouse’s?

4 Optimize Growth Does the platform help with cross-promotion among your app ecosystem?

Things to consider when choosing a monetization partner



Demand Access & Performance
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Bidding Google Demand

Maximize fill rate and revenue 
around the world

Combine mediation with Google’s
real time bidding solution to earn 
even more

Exclusive access to the largest pool of 
advertisers competing for your inventory 
in real time

Mediation
1 2 3

Maximize ads revenue from any demand source



Protect User Experience 
& Brand Safety
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Interstitial Rewarded

Protect UX: Google’s Ad formats are user first
Use ads to create a sustainable source of revenue 

Banner Rewarded 
interstitial

Native App openAdaptive 
banner

Traditional formats New formats
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Frequency Capping

● Improve the user experience by not 
overflowing the user with ads

● Preserve the in-game economy by 
limiting the number of rewarded ad 
opportunities

● Learn more about frequency capping in 
the
Help Center

KEEP USERS HAPPY AND ENGAGED

Protect UX: Flexible control on how often ads are shown 

https://support.google.com/google-ads/answer/117579?hl=en
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Publishers have the option to block ads across several 
categories and domains within the ‘Blocking Controls’ tab 

● General categories

● Sensitive categories

● App install ads

● Advertiser URLs

● Ad Networks

● Ad Review Center

● EU User Consent

Block ads across your 
entire account or within 
individual apps.

DELIVER A WORLD CLASS APP EXPERIENCE MORE 
EASILY

Brand Safety: Ad Blocking Controls in AdMob
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Ad Review Center helps take down bad as fast as possible

DELIVER A WORLD CLASS APP EXPERIENCE MORE 
EASILY



Drive Further Growth 
with Flexible Data Integration
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+

AdMob+Firebase

Application data
- User Engagement
- Screen
- IAP
- Audience Groups

Advertising Data
- Advertising Revenue
- Number of Impressions
- Click-through rate
- Advertising units
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Ad 
Impression

AdMob
Platform

Value: $0.005
Precision: Precise / Estimated 
/ Publisher_Provided 
Currency: USD
...

Publisher
BI System 
/ 3P Tools

AdMob will provide ad revenue value for each 
impression via SDK pingback



Cross-promotion between 
your Products
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User acquisition has become more expensive

Increased Competition

Several apps are trying to capture 
the attention of users, including big 
players expanding into new spaces

Regulatory changes

New regulations such as GDPR and 
CCPA are impacting how data can 

be retrieved

Privacy Frameworks

ATT is changing how user identifiers 
are collected and used by advertisers 

on iOS. Soon for Android.
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Publisher 
Portfolio

App 
1

Cross promotion

App 2

Cross prom
otion

App 3

Cross promotion

App 4

Cross prom
otion

App 5

Initial acquisition

Cross-promotion represents an opportunity

Publishers with several apps within portfolio can 
leverage cross-promotion to maintain profitability and 
extend user LTV by:

● Avoiding UA network fees

● Tapping into high-intent existing user base
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Optimize for returns - Flexible campaign goals
Target users on a CPI or CPM basis:

● Target cost per install: Maximize the 
number of installs at a target CPI, or ad 
revenue you’re willing to *spend* per user 
(alpha)

● Max cost per install: Maximize the 
number of installs under a specific CPI cap

● Mediated ads (eCPM-based): Serve 
cross-promotion ads when paid ads are 
below a certain eCPM

Campaign goals integrate directly with mediation



App monetization made easy

So much revenue with little effort



3 Steps to start earning with AdMob

Step 1: 
Create an AdMob

account

Step 2: 
Verify your

account

Step 3: 
Enter your payment

details



Insights into User Acquisition 
Best Practices 

Bruce Nguyen
App Growth and Acquisition - Google Ads



Emerging Market Trends
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XX%
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut

QUIZ TIME
Tăng trưởng về doanh thu mảng nào cao hơn trong 

5 năm trở lại đây?

A
GAME APP

B
CÔNG TY TÔI

C



Notable Trends: Spending Growth on Apps expected to 
outpace Games in 2024



Download growth has hit a ceiling in tier 1 
countries, with Japan and South Korea facing 
negative growth.

Meanwhile, emerging markets saw sustained 
strong growth in the last 5 years.  

The Next Growth Opportunity is in Emerging Markets

Trái với tốc độ tăng trưởng có xu hướng 
giảm ở một số nước Tier 1, các nước 
đang phát triển giữ vững mức tăng 
trưởng mạnh trong 5 năm vừa qua
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XX%
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, 
consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do 
eiusmod tempor incididunt ut

QUIZ TIME
Thị trường nào dùng điện thoại nhiều nhất trong 

ngày?

A
Indonesia Mỹ

B
Nhật

C



Time in Apps is Growing, especially in Emerging Markets

5 
Hours

(Time-Spent Per User)

Emerging 
Markets

3.15 
Hours

(Time-Spent Per User)

World

Total Time Spent in APAC

Source: data.ai



In-App Purchase is also Becoming more Viable with 
Strong Paying User Growth

Ví điện tử và các phương thức thanh 
toán số dẫn đến sự tăng trưởng đáng 

kể về người dùng trả phí ở các thị 
trường mới nổi. 



Take note of Demographic Differences

Thị trường mới nổi có dân số trẻ so với 
các thị trường T1: thiết kế dòng game 
phù hợp và mang đến trải nghiệm gần 
gũi bằng cách thấu hiểu ngôn ngữ và 

văn hoá.





UAC Campaign Minimum Practices



Powered by Google AI, App campaigns promote your app 
across Google’s largest properties - 

all from a single campaign



Configuring your App campaigns to optimize for 
your goals 

Ad Revenue Ad Revenue + 
IAP Revenue

“I want to maximize my 
income from selling ads.”

“I have a presence across 
web and app and want to 

optimize across.”

Installs Actions ROAS Bidding

“I need to get as many 
installs under a $2 CPI 

as I can.”

“I don’t care about installs 
-- I need users to order 

through the app.” 

“I have strict user value 
goals -- I need a certain 

payback.”



tROAS directly optimizes to ROAS (tCPA does not)

Set a ROAS Target
tROAS is the only bidding type 
that intakes conversion value 
signals.

+16%
Uplift in ROAS, 

on average

If your KPI is ROAS, tROAS 
campaigns perform, on average, 
16% better compared to a tCPA 
equivalent*



UA Strategy: tROAS account for > 50% of budget





Conversion Window Analysis



Ad Group ROI Analysis



Learnings
● Several Assets are still learning, 

which indicates the tROAS is too 
aggressive.

● Text 1 variation is welcome as 
they perform well

● Video 1 & 2 are set as Best and 
Good, indicating they can scale



Market ROI Analysis
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Campaign Set Up

● Initial bid should be lower than achieved ROAS in current tCPI/tCPA campaign to boost learning. Bid

● In order to explore we should make sure we have sufficient budget, it will help the campaigns 
learn quickly,  500$ daily in the minimum recommended. 

.

Budget

Conversion

● Select the “ad_impression” event for optimization on the campaign level which will pass value. 

Make sure to import this conversion from GA. 

● Conversion window: 7 days (lower has also shown success for hyper casual games). This is 

customizable based on the app/game monetization and retention. 
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Creative Pro Tips

● Successful tROAS for Ad Revenue campaigns with scale (5K+)  benefit from having 2-3 Ad Groups. 
This helps maximize budget utilization.

● Segmenting Ad Groups based on a theme has shown the best performance. 

Video

Ad Groups

● Use all asset types to participate in all auctions: Image, Text, Video.
● Make sure all Ad Groups have diverse asset types and formats.Assets

● Videos are important for successful campaigns and potential scale.
● Make sure to include different video types: Portrait, Landscape & Square.
● Experiment with video length (many advertisers only upload 10-30s videos), test 45s, 60s and 

more to participate in all auctions and identify additional high value users. 



Which Apps Are A Good Fit for tROAS for Ad Revenue?

● Android only

● ROAS as a primary marketing KPI

● Experience measuring and setting ROAS targets

● Generating all revenue from in-app advertising

● Integrated with Google Analytics for Firebase

To learn more and sign up for the beta, reach out to your Google account team
ARO is currently in an beta phase of development - performance is not guaranteed. 
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1 Go-to-Market 
Strategy

● Share vertical and industry 
benchmarks

● Consultation on App 
monetisation strategy 

● Curate joint marketing 
plans that aligns with 
business objectives 

3 Campaign Planning 
& Management

● Campaign tactics 
recommendations and 
optimisation analysis

●  Creative asset analysis 
and consultation

● Troubleshooting services 
and best practice sharing

2 Access to Google 
Resources

● App measurement set-up 
support incl. Firebase & GA4

● Access to App beta products 
and other exclusive 
experimentations 

● Opportunities to attend 
exclusive Google training 
sessions and events.

goo.gle/seagaap

Register now

Who are you
GAAP helps app companies who are in the process of growth and want to build a long-lasting relationship with Google. 
(Program eligibility is subject to Google’s assessment)

Duration & Budget Commitment The program runs for a duration of 3-6 months, and will require a marketing budget in 
line to achieve respective objectives

https://goo.gle/seagaap


AI for Ad Monetization 

Joseph Peng
Technical Solutions Consultant - AdMob
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Internet

AI is the next big shift

Mobile
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 Companies are 
moving quickly 
to adapt

Source: McKinsey’s “The state of AI in 2022—and a half decade in review”

AI adoption is 2.5X higher 
in 2022 than 2017

70% of AI adopters see 
revenue increase

28% of AI adopters 
see cost reductions

https://www.mckinsey.com/capabilities/quantumblack/our-insights/the-state-of-ai-in-2022-and-a-half-decade-in-review
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At Google we have been pioneering AI advances 
for a decade
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Artificial Intelligence
Ability for a machine to imitate human behavior

Machine Learning
Subset of AI that allows a system to automatically 
learn from data and improve from experience

Deep Learning
A method of AI that processes data in a way that is 
inspired by the human brain and learns from vast 
amounts of data

Generative AI
AI system capable of generating text, code, 
images, audio, video in response to prompts

“AI” is an umbrella term that has multiple meanings
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Machine Learning Options for Every Level of Expertise

BigQuery 
ML

AutoML AI 
Platform

Simple Complex
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Machine Learning Options for Every Level of Expertise

BigQuery 
ML

AutoML AI 
Platform

Simple Complex
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What is Personalization
● As Developers we want to give best 

experience for all users

● It very difficult because what works well for 
one user might not work for another user.

● Using Personalization in remote config 
developers are able to provide several user 
experiences alternatives and 
automatically provide the best one for 
each user based on the metric which you 
chose to maximise.

Firebase Personalization
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Firebase Personalization

How Personalization works
● Behind the scenes Personalization uses ML & 

AI to determine best experience for different 
types of users and to maximise defined 
objectives.

● Personalization results are automatically 
compared to a group of users who receives 
base configuration of Remote Config. This 
comparison shows the value generated by 
Personalization
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AI use cases powered by Firebase Personalization 

Adaptive Game Difficulty Personalized Ad Placement

Personalized game level difficulty to maximize player 
engagement time. 

Deliver the most optimal ads user experience to users to 
balance ads revenue and user retention rate. 
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In game design, the flow is an important factor to take in consideration if you want to create 
player engagement. It is very much about how to keep the player in the flow and eventually 
be able to finish the game. Therefore, the game system needs to maintain different players' 
experiences inside the Flow zones. (Fig. 1)

Adaptive Game Difficulty - Why? All images courtesy to Jenova Chen

If the actual experience gets too far away from the Flow zones, the negative psychic entropy 
like anxiety and boredom will break player’s Flow experience, as a result, less user 
engagement or even churning. (Fig. 2)

Different people have different skills and Flow zones (Fig.3) . A well-designed game might keep 
normal players in flow, but will not be as effective for hardcore or novice players. In order to 
design a game for broader audiences, the in-game experience can’t be linear and static. 
Instead, it needs to offer a wide coverage of potential experiences to fit in different players’ 
flow zones. To achieve this you need a system to dynamically adapts the game difficulty to 
each player.

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flow_(psychology)
http://jenovachen.com/flowingames/designfig.htm
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Adaptive Game Difficulty - Set Up

Step 1: Create a Remote Config 
parameter for game difficulty, define 
up to 5 alternative values for the 
parameter. 

Step 2: Choose User engagement 
time as the objective to optimize for. 
You are also able to limit the 
optimization to a subset of users 
with conditions.

Step 3: Fetch and apply the Remote 
Config parameter to the game and 
monitor the optimization result.
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Personalized Ad Placement

Different users may respond in different ways when presented with certain ad form factors or location. You can use 

personalization to deliver different locational values, and optimize for ad clicks. 

Personalization Component Potential and recommended values

Remote Config parameter ad_placement

Alternative values top-left, bottom, middle-panel, full-screen

Objective ad_clicks

Additional metrics user_engagement
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Rome wasn’t built 
in a day
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Tea Break
10 min
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Welcome back !!!



Denis Nichifor
Head of Apps - SEAS

➔ Quality
➔ Profitability
➔ Sustainability



03.30-03:40pm Welcome Back Denis Nichifor
Head of Apps

03.40-03.55pm Optimize your revenue with AdMob 
Mediation

Cassie Nguyen
Strategic Partner Manager - AdMob

04.05-04.20pm A Deep Dive into AdMob Mediation 
Mechanism

Hung Pham
AdTech Sales Engineer - AdMob

04.20-04.35pm New Games Success through Data-driven 
Testing

Duc Le
CGO - Bravestars

04.35-05.00pm Panel Discussion: How to Build a Successful 
Monetization Team

Moderator: Trang Pham, Strategic Partner Manager - 
AdMob
Panelist:
Toan Doan, CEO - Braly
Cuong Vu, CEO - HiGame
Vuong Luong, CEO - Volio
Hieu Nguyen, CEO - Wayfu

05.00~ Networking



Maximize App Revenue with 
a Better, Smarter Ad Platform

Cassie Nguyen
Strategic Partner Manager - AdMob
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Maximize ads 
revenue from any 
demand source

Deliver a world 
class app experience 

more easily

Grow your overall 
business
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Open Bidding Google Demand

Maximize fill rate and revenue 
around the world

Combine mediation with Google’s
real time bidding solution to earn 
even more

Exclusive access to the largest pool of 
advertisers competing for your inventory 
in real time

MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE

Mediation

Maximize ads revenue from any demand source

1 2 3
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MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE

AdMob mediation

Integrated with 
growing number 
of demand 
partners to 
compete for 
your 
impressions 
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Network performance varies 
over time. 

AdMob can automatically 
optimize your CPMs for every 
impression.

MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE

AdMob mediation

Optimal network 
performance 

$3.25

$2.75

$2.25

$1.75

$1.25

$0.75

$0.25

$3.25

$2.75

$2.25

$1.75

$1.25

$0.75

$0.25

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Ad Network 1    Ad Network 2    Ad Network 3

Ad Network 1    Ad Network 2    Ad Network 3
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AdMob mediation

MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE Support for all major ad formats
Build beautiful ad experiences that keep users engaged. 

InterstitialRewarded BannerRewarded 
interstitial

App open NativeAdaptive 
banner
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MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE

AdMob mediation

Open-source and versioned adapters: 
integrate with two lines of code

Open-source Onboarding 
made easy

Versioned Fast and flexible 
integration

Google and supported ad networks 
can update the adapter code 

as needed. Developers can even 
debug issues themselves.

Supports the latest SDK updates from 
supported ad networks. 

Weekly review and recertification 
by Google.

Include these adapters in your app 
with just one line of code. 

Step-by-step documentation 
on how to use each network

with AdMob mediation.
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Open Bidding
Maximize ads revenue from any demand source

Earn even more with AdMob’s real time bidding solution, the 
only place where demand from Google, Facebook, and third party 
networks can compete for your ad inventory in real time. 

2
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Open Bidding

MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE

Traditional waterfall mediation could be better

Many SDKs to integrate 
and manage

Waterfall management and 
latency for every ad

Reporting and billing across 
several apps

Ads SDK
Ads SDK
Ads SDK
Ads SDK

Ads SDK
Ads SDK

Ads SDK

Ads SDK
Ads SDK

Ads SDK
Ads SDK

Ads SDK

Ads SDK

Ads SDK

Ads SDK

Ads SDK
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MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE

Open Bidding

A simpler path 
forward
● Real-time auction with per 

impression prices
● Simpler reporting and payments
● Fewer SDKs
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MAXIMIZE SUSTAINABLE APP REVENUE

Open Bidding

Benefits

● Unified auction, payments, 
and analytics

● Real time pricing for Open 
Bidding networks

● Works seamlessly with 
waterfall mediation 

● No-SDK rendering option 
available

Supported partners
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Source: Google Internal data from 2019

One of the largest pool of 
advertisers competing for your 
ad inventory in real time

Google Demand

Exclusive access

3

17B

app installs 
from 2015 to Feb 2019
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Maximize ads 
revenue from any 
demand source

Deliver a world 
class app experience 

more easily

Grow your overall 
business
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Ads quality Lighter workload

Protect your app from bad content along with 
malware, tracking, and spoofing

Let us do the heavy lifting so you can focus on
building great apps

Deliver a world class app experience

DELIVER A WORLD CLASS APP EXPERIENCE 
MORE EASILY

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1-hRGgS9bX7TVSud8MHEREQJhjhxQJ4tq
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DELIVER A WORLD CLASS APP EXPERIENCE 
MORE EASILY

Ads quality
A safe and enhanced app experience for every 
user and developer

● App-ads.txt: Protect your app from inventory spoofing 

● Ad review center: Review, monitor, and block ads that 

have served in your app

● Ads content filtering: Serve relevant, compliant ads to 

children using your apps. 

● Mediation policy: Keep inventory compliant without worry 

about interrupted ad serving. 
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Maximize ads 
revenue from any 
demand source

Deliver a world 
class app experience

Grow your overall 
business
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GET THE ANSWERS YOU NEED TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS

Firebase

And measure 
AdMob 
performance!
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With the aim of creating 
sustainable, user-friendly 
puzzle product lines, 
Sonat consistently trusts 
and opts for AdMob 
Mediation as the exclusive 
platform throughout its 
six-year developmental 
journey.

— Tran Tho, CEO of Sonat

CASE STUDY

Sonat boosts user experience & eCPM with AdMob Mediation

Founded in 2017, Sonat is one of the leading mobile game studios in 
Vietnam.  Their classic puzzle games are particularly popular, and 
have helped Sonat grow to over 5 million daily active users (DAU).

The challenge
Sonat wanted to find a mediation platform that could maximize their 
revenue while maintaining an excellent experience for their loyal users.

The approach
To determine the best mediation platform for their business goals and 
users, Sonat tested two mediation platforms on one of their most popular 
puzzle titles.  After 2 months of testing, AdMob mediation outperformed the 
other mediation platform with superior results across eCPM, ARPDAU, and 
retention metrics.

The results

FPO

+44%
Higher eCPM for banner 
ads

+10%
Higher overall 
eCPM

+2%
Increase in day-30 
retention



Deep Dive into 
AdMob Mediation Mechanism

Hung Pham
AdTech Sales Engineer - AdMob



How does a Mediation work?

Network A

Network B

Network D

Network C

Mediation sends ad requests to multiple ad sources to help ensure you find the best available ad sources to 
fill the requests. 

Mediation will use mediation groups to help maximize your revenue by ranking all the ad sources based on 
optimized performance.

Network C

Mediation group

Ads Request
Return ads from 
filled network

fill



Mediation Group

Mediation groups are combinations of targeting settings that help optimize the revenue generated by 
your ad units. Instead of setting mediation options for each ad unit repeatedly, you can just set them 
once for your mediation groups, then add your ad units to the groups you want.

Ad unit 
1

Mediation 
Group

Ad unit 
2

Ad Network 1

Ad Network 2

Ad Network 3

Ad unit 
3



Target 
geos

Select multiple ad 
units

Create mediation group



How do Mediation Groups work?

Ad View

Mediation Group List
- Banner ads for Vietnam Android Users
- Banner ads for Vietnam iOS Users
- Banner ads for Japan Android Users
- Banner ads for Japan iOS Users
- Banner ads for India Android Users
- Banner ads for India iOS Users
- AdMob (Default)

Ad Request
- Format : Banner
- OS : Android
- Location : Japan

Ad Response
Served from one of ad 
sources in Banner ads 
for Japan Android Users 
group

AdMob will check if the Ad 
Request matches at least one of 
the mediation group

Note: AdMob Network will be selected as default if there are no Mediation Groups that matches 
the Ad Request



Waterfall



How does Waterfall work?

Network A

Network B

Network D

Network C

AdMob Mediation will request ads from all network from the top to bottom of the waterfall until it 
returns ads

Network C

Mediation group

Ads Request

request

request

request

No 
fill

No 
fill

unreached

Return ads from 
filled networkfill



How does the priority determined in AdMob waterfall?

Currently there are three ways AdMob Mediation determine the priority:

1. Manual eCPM
2. AdMob Network Optimization (ANO)
3. Real-time eCPM



Manual eCPM

Note: If all networks have the same eCPM, the order will be defined by coin flip

1

2

3

4

Ad Request will be sent in the order based on the highest eCPM 
that was set in AdMob Front End

eCPM indicates priority, not actual eCPM floor from 3rd network



AdMob Network Optimization (ANO)

AdMob 
Server

Credentials to 3rd Party 
Network Performance 
Reporting

3rd Party 
Network 
Server

3rd Party Network eCPM data 
(Per Geo and Per Day)



AdMob Network Optimization (ANO)

1

2

3

eCPM will be set based on the data that have been 
fetched from 3rd Party Network Server 

Note: if all networks have the same eCPM, the order will be defined by coin flip

4

5



Real-time eCPM

CPM: $4.60

Mediation Configuration

Network A

Network B

Network C

Network D

Google demand
Google demand

$3.80

$4.50

$3.20

$2.80



Real-time eCPM

eCPM in AdMob Front End

Network A $5

Network B $2

AdMob Real-time eCPM

eCPM after AdMob Auction

Network A $5

AdMob $3.5

Network B $2

AdMob auction 
resulted in a 
$3.5-eCPM

Result

Network A

AdMob

Network B

Network B line item is 
removed before 
waterfall is rendered 
to ad response - 
because it will be 
never reached



How a Waterfall works

The Waterfall

Network A 5$

Network B (ANO)

Network C (3$)

Network D (ANO global)

Network E (1$)

AdMob ads with live eCPM

Request 
From IN

Request 
From US

Return ads for IN

Return ads for US

AdMob ads: live - 1.5$

The Waterfall

Network A (5$)

Network B (ANO - 2.5$)

Network C (3$)

Network D (ANO_G - 3.5$)

Network E 1$

AdMob ads: (live - 1.5$)

Network A (5$)

Network B (ANO - 2.5$)

Network C (3$)

Network D (ANO_G - 3.5$)

Network E (1$)

AdMob ads: live - 8$

The Waterfall

Network A (5$)

Network B (ANO - 9$)

Network C (3$)

Network D (ANO_G - 3.5$)

Network E (1$)

AdMob ads: (live - 8$)

Network A (5$)

Network B (ANO - 9$)

Network C (3$)

Network D (ANO_G - 3.5$)

Network E (1$)



AdMob Bidding



AdMob Bidding

Bidding maximizes yield and improves user experience by allowing multiple third party demand partners to 
compete in real-time for publisher inventory alongside Google Demand

Open Bidding: Real CPM

Network C: Predicted CPM

Network D: Predicted CPM

Network F: Predicted CPM

Network E: Predicted CPM

$5

Run real time auction 
per every request

AdMob (RTB)

Network B (RTB)

RTB demands Bids

Network A (RTB)

Exchange A (RTB)

Exchange B (RTB)

$3

$2

$5

$1

$4

$5

$1

$3

$2

$2

Winning 

Bid



How does Open Bidding work? (Example 1)

Admob 
Mediation 
Platform 

with Open 
Bidding

Open X

Index 
Exchange

Smaato

Unified 
Auction 

among RTB 
Partner

CPM 
Comparison
RTB Highest 

Bid  with 
Mediation 
Network 

CPMs
-------------

-----

Index   
$4

Chartboost  
$6

Applovin   
$5

Mopub     
$3

      Google  

RTB Bid 
Request

$3

$1

$4

$2

Mediation waterfall  is 
called

Chartboost  $6

AppLovin     $5

Index Exchange $4

Index $4

MoPub       $3

Non RTB Mediation 
Network

Chartboost  $6

AppLovin     $5

MoPub         $3



How does Open Bidding work? (Example 2)

Admob 
Mediation 
Platform 

with Open 
Bidding

Open X

AppLovin

FAN

Unified 
Auction 

among RTB 
Partner

CPM 
Comparison
RTB Highest 

Bid  with 
Mediation 
Network 

CPMs
-------------

-------

FAN (RTB)   
$4

FAN  
$6

Applovin   
$5

Mopub     
$3

      Google  

RTB Bid 
Request

$ 3

$ 4

$ 1.5

$ 2

Mediation waterfall  is 
called

FAN  $ 6

AppLovin     $ 5

FAN (RTB) $ 4

FAN $ 4

MoPub       $3

Non RTB Mediation 
Network

FAN              $6

AppLovin     $5

MoPub         $3



Bravestars:
New Games Success through 
Data-Driven Testing

Duc Le
CGO



Company History

Mission
Bringing fun, challenges and social connections through high-quality 
games

Vision
World’s Top 100 Game Studios by Revenue

1B+
downloads

20+
publishing 
partners

350+
game 
launched



Product Category

Game: All categories
App: All categories

Mid core
Casual
Hyper Casual
Hybrid Casual

In-house Publishing



About Me

Duc Le

2019 2020 2021 2023

Data Analyst

Data Manager

Chief Growth Officer 
(CGO)

Marketing/Product 
Manager

Joined Bravestars



Publishing Process

Research

Collaborate

DecisionQuality Assurance

Testing
Maintain the highest 
standards in product quality

Testing, performance 
analysis, and continuous 
product optimization

Conduct market research, 
provide innovative ideas, and 
gain insights

Feedback on art themes, 
gameplay and level design

Decide to launch or 
close the projects



Game Launching Process
Metrics to Evaluate

General metrics
●  Spend
●  Volume
●  Revenue
●  Country

Marketability metrics
●  CPI
●  ROAS

Engagement metrics
●  D0 Sessions per User
●  Avg. Time Spent per Day (min)
●  D1-3-7 Retention Rate
●  Interstitial impression / User D0
●  Rewarded impression / User D0

Android vitals
● User-perceived ANR rate
● User-perceived crash rate



Progression Analysis
Drop Rate by Level

Is anything wrong in these levels? Can 
they be improved?

Doing great!

A lot of users dropped the 
game from level 3 to level 6. 
Meanwhile, other levels are 
still doing good. What is the 
problem?

● Are those levels too easy, 
too hard or too boring?

● Are there too many 
annoying ads?

● Did the game crash?

Doing great!



Progression Analysis
Start/Win Rate by Level

Dramatic drop ➜ Is anything wrong in 
these levels?

A lot of users won in level 3 
and 6 but dropped the game 
right after that without 
starting the next one.

● Is level 3 and 6 (and the 
previous ones) too 
boring?

● Did they saw an ad after 
those levels?



High/Low Value User Profile

Engagement Game Modes Character 
Purchasing Special Events

High 
Value 
Users

Log in daily in 7 days, 
spend 20 mins/day

Tend to choose PvP mode 
at level 5 Max, Luna

Actively engage in seasonal 
events (Christmas, 

Halloween…)

Low 
Value 
Users

Drop the game quickly 
after downloading

Tend to choose Tower 
mode at level 5

Mount
➜ Is this character good 

enough comparing to 
others?

Seasonal events do not 
have big impact on these 

users



Forecasting LTV D30

LTV(D30) = Cumulative active days ✖ 
ARPDAU (calculate from retention) (from reports)

Retention Rate

Cumulative active 
days

LTV

Researches show that hyper-casual games have retention rate 
drop down to 1% or less in 30 days after installing. Let’s assume it is 
0.7%.



Forecasting LTV D30
Why should we do that?

Improve long-term user 
retention

Enhance user acquisition 
strategies

Calculate break-even 
point

Marketing
● Define the CPI for each Network, Campaign
● Evaluate campaign’s long-term ROAS earlier
● Forecast cash flow when scaling, maintenance

Product Development
● Improve long-term user retention
● Invest the effort in Liveops suitably



Panel Discussion: How To Build A Successful Monetization Team

Hiếu Nguyễn
CEO

Toản Doãn
CEO

Cương Nguyễn
CEO

Vương Lương
CEO

Trang Phạm
Partner Manager

 Wayfu HiGame    Braly      Volio Google



Survey and Lucky Draw 
30 swags prepared for the survey responders 


